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root bhuj in Sanskrit was strong enough to introduce this
alteration. The Bhojas have been admitted to an elevated
rank in Brahmanical society, on account of their alliance
with Krsna; the Maha Bharata in which they often appeal-
generally associates them with the Vrsni and the Andhaka,
the two principal clans of the party of Krsna. But Asoka
classes them still amongst the frontier countries (Edict,
XIII) on the same footing with che Yavana and the
Kamboja. The geography of the Puranas (Mark., 57,
53; Fayu, 45, 132; Matsya; 118, 52) classes them
amongst the populations of the Vindhyas where
they are found with the Kosala, Tosala, Utkala,
etc.1 In modern times the name Bhoja became more
familiar than that of Kamboja and reacted on the
1 By a singular chance, the name of Kamboja and that of
Camhodge present, independently and at a very long interval, the
same alteration of the initial. Ptolemy, VI, 11, 6 when describing
Bactriane, places to the south of the Oxus the Tambyzoi by the side of
the Tokharoi; it is not at all doubtful that Tambyzoi is here the
equivalent of Kamboja as Tokharoi of Tukhara.
On the other hand the name of Cambodge has undergone in China
a final transformation or rather deformation at the beginning of the
17th century; the name (of Kan-po-tche) becomes there -Tong-pu-
tch'ai (PelHot, B.E.F.E.O., Ut 126). Prof. Pelliot proposes to con-
sider the character which is read as tong as faulty and to substitute for
the     character  Si whichi	as kien.   It   is not   perhaps
a mere chance ;   the initial ft, becoming   palatalised  has   in  both
the cases changed into a dental.
To note further that one of the mouths of the Ganges, the western-
most, bears in Ptolemy, VII, 1. 18 & 30 the name of Kambuson,

